
Pockets, Pockets, Pockets – Military Style
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Pocketless pants begone! Here comes the baddest, most convenient, and most

comfortable pants of women's dreams, the cargo pants. Cargo pants are semi-big and baggy pants

that have many large pockets - about six pockets in total!

They have become very trendy during the last few years and months because of their

convenient style and because of how comfortable they are and make you look. They have mostly

been popular in street fashion, but they have made their way up to catwalks and high-end

fashion.



Cargo pants have become a staple garment in the 2023 spring/summer collection. They

were always worn by a small group of people and celebrities, and the rest viewed these pants as

ugly.

Cargo pants were first worn by the British army as part of their Battle Dress Uniforms in

1938. (BDUs). The original version of the cargo pants had one pocket on each leg. Because of

the functionality of the large pockets in the cargo pants, the American

Cargo pants gained popularity in the mid-1990s and quickly became a vital silhouette in

the fashion world. Cargo pants first gained popularity among urban hip-hop performers around

this time.

The cargo pants were also a part of the Y2K aesthetic. The Y2K aesthetic is vastly

unique. The style is inspired by the mid-90s and early 2000s when the internet started to become

more popular. The style is considered to be a little futuristic with a retro edge to it. Shiny

materials, chunky shoes, mini pleated skirts, baguette bags, and colorful glasses are all elements

of the Y2K aesthetic.

Pull&Bear, a high street shop, sells different versions and colors of cargo pants, and the

prices range from 159 - 269 QR. H & M, another high-street fashion shop, also sells cargo pants

for males and females. Their price ranges from 100 - 199 Qatari riyals. Their prices are

somewhat more affordable than the ones sold at Pull&Bear. WARDROBE.NYC, a luxury brand

on the Matchesfashion website, sells its cargo pants for £725, which is equivalent to 3,171.76

Qatari riyals.

Celebrities wearing this style of pants include Rihanna, Kim Kardashian, Kylie and

Kendall Jenner, Bella Hadid, and Justin Bieber, to name a few.
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Cargo pants are the way to go; they have so many pockets that you can use to stash your

things in them, so you do not have to carry a purse with you. Owning a pair of cargo pants,

myself, I usually pair the pants with an oversized t-shirt to give off a comfortable and chill vibe.

You can also pair the cargo pants with figure-hugging t-shirts and crop tops to show off your

figure and balance out your body.
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I have also seen celebrities pair cargo pants with long coats and hoodies during the

winter. Depending on the look you want to achieve, you can wear either high heels or sneakers to

complete your outfit. When I wear my cargo pants, I usually pair them with sneakers because I

love to be comfortable.
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Everyone should own at least one pair of cargo pants because they are very malleable.

Cargo pants can be dressed up or down depending on the look and style you want to achieve. Not

only that but also because the number of pockets these pants have is crazy. As women, we are so

used to our pants not having pockets or small, tiny pockets that barely fit anything in them. So, to



have pants like the cargo pants, we are now able to go purse free, and we do not have to carry

everything in our hands!
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